
Introduction

It is known that the DSC signals monitoring progress

of the reactions can be used not only for the quali-

tative and quantitative analysis but for the kinetic

description of the process as well [1]. After deter-

mination of the kinetic parameters of the investigated

reaction the main challenge is the prediction of the

thermal stability of the substance in both: extended

temperature ranges and at the temperature conditions

for which the collection of the experimental data is

difficult or impossible. These difficulties are pre-

valent at low temperatures (requiring very long

investigation times), and under specific temperature

profiles such as modulated temperature changes or

experiments containing simultaneous isothermal and

non-isothermal temperature modes. In all these DSC

experiments carried out with mg-scale samples the

heat evolved or consumed in the reaction is fully

exchanged with the environment, thus not influencing

the reaction rate. This is not the case when the

investigations are carried out with the samples in kg

or Mg-scale where part of, or, in an ideal adiabatic

system, all heat stays in the sample. Therefore, during

up-scaling two important factors have to be consi-

dered: (i) the application of advanced kinetics, which

properly describes the complicated, multistage course

of the decomposition process, (ii) the effect of heat

accumulation in the energetic system, as the sample

mass is increased by a few orders of magnitude com-

pared to the thermoanalytical experiments.

The application of the kinetic parameters for the

description of the thermal behaviour of larger amount

of substance is possible because the kinetics of any

reaction does not depend on the sample mass and is the

same for ten milligrams of substance and for one ton.

Experimental

During the synthesis of an intermediate product

required in the production of an active pharmaceutical

ingredient (API) a 50 mass/mass% of the aqueous

solution of cyanamide is mixed with the aniline and

heated up to 60°C. At that point, the hydrochloric acid

is dosed to the reaction mixture, what leads to the
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desired coupling reaction. The reaction scheme is

given in Fig. 1. This reaction proceeds relatively fast

with a high yield of high purity product. One of the

reactants, the cyanamide, is very unstable and starts to

decompose slowly already above the ambient

temperature. Due to the high exothermicity of the

coupling reaction, dosing of hydrochloric acid needs

to be done slowly, resulting in relatively long reaction

times, typically more than ca. 4 h. In this timeframe,

the decomposition of the cyanamide takes already

place with a considerable rate what leads to the

competition between the main, coupling reaction and

the undesired decomposition of the reactant. Since the

decomposition of the cyanamide is very exothermic

as well, this results in a serious safety problem. In the

hazard analysis, the most credible runaway scenario

was deemed to originate from a cooling failure right

before the start of the reaction, when the temperature

of the reaction mixture has reached already 60°C and

hydrochloric acid has not been added yet. In this

scenario, the cyanamide would start to decompose, at

first slowly, but then faster as the decomposition

proceeds almost under adiabatic conditions. Key

issue in this scenario is the heat generation at the

reflux temperature. If this heat generation is too high,

flooding of the vapour lines could lead to the possible

subsequent ejection of the reaction mixture. The

detailed evaluation of the decomposition reaction of

the cyanamide is therefore a very important factor in

the safety analysis of this coupling reaction.

In the laboratory scale, the process was

investigated with two, concentrated and diluted

reaction mixtures. At room temperature, the reaction

mixture is heterogeneous and changes to homo-

geneous at temperatures around 60°C. The specific

heat, determined from a Mettler RC1 experiment

(Quickcal procedure), was 2.7 J g
–1

K
–1

(at 65°C) and

3.4 J g
–1

K
–1

(at 60°C) for the concentrated and diluted

mixtures, respectively. The adiabatic calorimeter

experiments were performed with glass cans having a

�-factor of about 1.25 for the aqueous solutions. DSC

data used for the determination of the kinetic

parameters of the reaction were supplied by Janssen

Pharmaceutica (Belgium). Experiments were per-

formed in gold plated 20 �L high pressure sealed

crucibles [2] at different heating rates ranging from

0.5 to 8 K min
–1

with a sample mass between 10 and

20 mg in range of 30 to 300°C. Figure 2a shows the

DSC signals recorded at heating rates of 0.5, 1, 2, 4

and 8 K min
–1

. Experiments were also performed in a

C80 calorimeter with the high pressure vessels at

lower rates (0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1 K min
–1

) and with

larger sample mass in the range of 1 g. The adiabatic

experiments were performed in a HEL Phi-Tec calori-

meter. Glass cans with magnetic stirring were used.

Elaboration of the experimental data

Selection of the evaluation range and determination

of the baseline

The key issue for receiving meaningful kinetic

parameters is the correct determination of the

dependence of the reaction progress � on time (t) or

temperature (T). This is relatively easy task if the

process is investigated by thermogravimetry (TG)

when the recorded mass changes reflect the course of

the reaction. However, the problem is much more

complicated when �–T or �–t dependences have to be

extracted from the DTA or DSC data. This procedure

requires the integration of the signals which may be

significantly influenced by the improper construction

of the baseline [3]. Before the determination and

optimization of the course of the baseline in DSC

experiments, one has to select the evaluation range

which should contain the certain amount of the

experimental points just before and just after the

occurrence of the measured thermal event. For safety

issues, the experiments should be run in ‘closed high

pressure sealed crucibles’ (isochoric conditions) in

order to consider the influence of the pressure on

strongly pressure dependent reactions [2]. The DSC

runs should be continued to the temperatures laying

slightly after the end of the reaction, because the

thermokinetic approach requires the knowledge of the

baseline after the final peak for the determination of

the heat of the reaction. It is obvious that the

integration of DSC signal is influenced by the method

chosen for the determination of the baseline as it was

discussed in our previous paper [4].

The construction of the baseline for the DSC

signal recorded with a heating rate of 4 K min
–1

is

depicted in the Fig. 2b. It can be seen that the course

of the baseline can significantly influence the deter-

mination of the heat of the reaction and the estimation

of the �–T dependence what, in turn, will signifi-

cantly influence the determination of the kinetic

parameters. Since, generally, we do not know the

value of the heat of reaction we are measuring, its

standard deviation may help in estimation how

reliable our measurements and baseline construction

are. If the isoconversional principle applies to the
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Fig. 1 Scheme of coupling reaction of the aniline with

cyanamide in water/HCl



examined reaction, the heat of reaction should be

independent of the heating rate and therefore the same

for all considered thermoanalytical curves. Depend-

ing on the quality of the measured data, the additional

adjustment of the baseline construction enables a

better estimation of the average heat of reaction for all

curves. The values of the reaction heat used later for

the kinetic evaluation should have the maximal

standard deviation lower than 10% (�Hr�10%). In

addition, a kinetically dependent relationship should

be retrieved when plotting the reaction progress as a

function of the temperature. Consequently, when

increasing heating rate one should observe the shift of

�–T dependences into the direction of the higher

temperatures. The crossing curves, as those observed

in Fig. 2c, indicates the necessity of the correction of

the shape of the baseline and confirms the improper

relationship �–T. To avoid crossing curves three

procedures should be applied:

• slight modification of the tangents at the beginning

or at the end of the signals

• minor change of the temperature range of the

selected of thermal analysis curves

• new measurements when necessary.

The very important feature of the AKTS-Ther-

mokinetics Software [1] is the possibility of the

optimization of the baseline for all experiments

collected at different heating rates (or temperatures)

so that the random errors in the various baseline

constructions for all heating rates will ‘average

themselves out’. This will result in the correct course

of the �–T dependences as this one presented in

Fig. 2d.

Determination of the kinetic parameters

It is generally accepted that only series of non-iso-

thermal measurements carried out at different heating

rates can give a data set which contains the necessary

amount of information required for full identification

of the complexity of a process [4, 5]. The noticeable

weakness of the ‘single curve’ methods (determina-

tion of the kinetic parameters from single run

recorded with one heating rate only) has led to the

introduction of the ‘multi curve’ methods over the

past few years, as discussed in the International

ICTAC Kinetics project [6–9].

The following equation relating reaction rate and

reaction progress is commonly used in the hetero-

geneous kinetics:

d�/dt = K(T)f(�) (1)

where f(�) is the reaction progress function depen-

dent on the reaction mechanism, T is temperature
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Fig. 2 a – As-received DSC curves of the examined material

recorded under different heating rates (marked on

curves in K min
–1

). The signals after selection of the

evaluation range required before the construction of the

baseline; b – the construction of the baseline can

significantly influence the determination of the heat of

the reaction and c – the estimation of the �–T depen-

dence; d – �–T dependence after the optimization of all

baselines



and K the rate constant which dependence on the

temperature is assumed to follow the Arrhenius

equation:

K = Aexp (–E/RT) (2)

where A – pre-exponential (or ‘frequency’) factor,

E – activation energy and R – gas constant.

Combination of these two equations results in

the expression:

d

d
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( )

( ) (3)

There are two general methods of the determina-

tion of the kinetic parameters based on the above

equation: (i) so-called ‘model fitting’ methods

applying the f(�) function which has to be known or

arbitrarily assumed before calculations. All three

kinetic parameters i.e. E, A and the form of the func-

tion f(�) are assumed to be constant during the course

of the reaction. (ii) isoconversional methods in which

the assumption concerning the reaction mechanism is

not required and E and A can vary during the reaction.

Because decomposition reactions usually have a

multi-step nature, the isoconversional analysis

enables a more accurate determination of the kinetic

characteristics than simplified kinetic approaches

which states that kinetics of complicated processes

may be correctly described by just one value of the

A, E and that the f(�) function can be applied in the

form of zero- or first- or n
th

order expressions.

Isoconversional methods

These methods of the determination of the kinetic

parameters are based on so-called isoconversional

principle saying that the reaction rate at constant

reaction progress � is only a function of temperature.

They allow determination of the activation energy

(or dependence E on �) without assuming the explicit

form of f(�). The kinetic parameters are not assumed

to be constant during the course of the reaction. All

isoconversional methods are based on the determi-

nation of temperatures corresponding to a certain,

arbitrarily chosen values of the conversion extent �

recorded in the experiments carried out at different

heating rates � or at different temperatures.

There are three main modifications of the

isoconversional method:

• differential (Friedman) [10]

• integral (Flynn–Ozawa–Wall) [11, 12]

• advanced integral based on non-linear procedure

(Vyazovkin) [13].

One has to mention the method based also on the

isoconversional principle namely ASTM E698 [14].

A detailed analysis of the differential and integ-

ral isoconversional methods for the determination of

the activation energy has been reported by Budrugeac

[15]. The convergence of the activation energy values

obtained by means of a differential method like

Friedman [10] with those resulted from using integral

methods with integration over small ranges of reac-

tion progress � comes from the fundamentals of the

differential and integral calculus. In other words, it

can be mathematically demonstrated that the use of

isoconversional integral methods for too large ranges

of the reaction progress can yield systematic errors.

These errors depend directly on the size of �� over

which the integration is performed and can be

avoided by using infinitesimal ranges of reaction

progress ��. As a result, the isoconversional integral

methods turn into the differential isoconversional

method formerly proposed by Friedman [10].

Differential method of Friedman

The results of isoconversional differential Friedman

method are depicted in Fig. 3 for concentrated (left)

and diluted (right column) reactant mixtures.

The figure presents the dependence of the reaction

rate on the reciprocal temperature (Fig. 3a), depen-

dence of E and A on the reaction progress (Fig. 3b)

and comparison of the experimental and calculated

reaction rates (Fig. 3c).

The Friedman analysis, based on the Arrhenius

equation, applies the logarithm of the conversion rate

d�/dt as a function of the reciprocal temperature at

different degrees of the conversion �:

ln ln[ ( )] –
d

d
i i, j

i

i, j

�
�

t

A f
E

R T

�
1

(4)

with i: index of conversion, j: index of the curve and

f(�i,j) the function dependent on the reaction model

that is constant for a given reaction progress �i,j for all

curves j. As f(�) is constant at each conversion degree

�i, the method is so-called ‘isoconversional’.

The ratio –E�/R and ln[A�f(�)] are the slope and the

intercept with the vertical axis of the plot of

ln(d�/dt�) vs. 1/T�, respectively. It is then possible to

make kinetic predictions at any temperature pro-

file T(t), from the values of E� and [A�f(�)] extracted

directly from the Friedman method by using the

following expression:
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where t�, T(t�), E� and A� are the time, temperature,

apparent activation energy and preexponential factor,

respectively, at conversion �.
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No specification of the reaction model term,

f(�), is necessary for the kinetic prediction since it

requires (Eq. (5)), along with E�, only the product

term, [A�f(�)], which is experimentally extracted

from the kinetic experiment according to Eq. (4).

However, nothing can be inferred about the pre-

exponential factor, A�, unless f(�) is assumed to have

some particular form (first-order reaction, nuclea-

tion-growth, etc.). And when f(�) is associated with a

specific reaction model, still the experimentally

extracted product term [A�f(�)] remains unchanged.

AKTS-Thermokinetics Software and AKTS-Thermal

Safety Software [1] take advantage of this unique

property of the Friedman method of the isocon-

versional kinetics evaluation and enable deter-

mination and displaying, in arbitrarily chosen form,

the apparent ‘first-order pre-exponential factor’, A�

(Fig. 3b).

Kinetics at milligram scale

Prediction of the reaction progress under any

temperature mode

The kinetic parameters calculated from the non-iso-

thermal experiments validated by the very good fit of
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Fig. 3 a – Friedman analysis: The logarithm of the reaction rates is presented as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The

Friedman method allows finding the Arrhenius dependence for any, arbitrarily chosen decomposition progress. Left

column (C80): concentrated, right column (DSC): diluted solution; b – activation energy and pre-exponential factor as a

function of the reaction progress; c – reaction rates (normalized DSC-signals simulated with the use of the kinetic

parameters obtained from the experimental data after baseline optimization). Experimental data are represented as

symbols, solid lines represent the calculated signals. The values of the heating rates are marked on the curves



the simulated and experimental data, as depicted in

Fig. 3c, can now be applied for the prediction of the

reaction progress at any temperature mode [1]. The

prediction of the reaction progress at different

constant temperatures is illustrated in Fig. 4. The de-

composition reaction clearly involves at least two

reaction steps: the first depicting a non-self-accelerat-

ing effect and the second one demonstrating a strong

self-acceleration typical for autocatalytic reactions.

Kinetics at tones scale

Prediction of adiabatic behaviour from the results of

non-isothermal DSC measurements

Above presented results illustrate the possibility of

the prediction of the course of the thermal degrad-

ation of the investigated material if the sample mass is

in the range of few milligrams as in conventional

DSC experiments, where it is possible to accurately

control the temperature of the examined material. Due

to the ideal heat transfer in isothermal or non-iso-

thermal experiments all heat evolved during reaction

(let us consider the exothermic reaction) is exchanged

with surroundings and decomposition takes place at

the constant temperature or under constant heating

rate. The situation is radically different if we perform

the reaction with the sample e.g. in Mg scale (ton-

scale). We should consider here the adiabatic condi-

tions that are usually assumed when working with

more than one cubic meter of the substance. Such a

situation represents e.g. the scenario of the cooling

failure of the batch reactor. Under adiabatic con-

ditions all heat evolved during reactions is accu-

mulated in the system what leads to, firstly very slow,

and later, very fast increase of the sample temperature

and self-heat rate which can result in runaway

process. The adiabatic induction time is defined as the

time which is needed for self-heating of the sample

from the starting temperature to the time of maximum

rate (TMRad) under adiabatic conditions. The key

parameters characterising the adiabatic process are:

�Tad: the adiabatic temperature rise, TMRad: time to

maximum rate, and Max SHR: maximum self-heat

rate. The precise determination of the time to max-

imum rate under adiabatic conditions is necessary for

the safety analysis of many technological processes

[16–19].

Taking into account the heat evolved during the

reaction and considering its influence on the reaction

rate calculated from the kinetic parameters obtained

from the data collected by means of DSC it is possible

to simulate the behaviour of an adiabatic calorimeter.

Additionally, one has to take into considerations the

thermal inertia (characterized by the �-factor) i.e. the

heat lost into the reaction vessel.

Heat balance over the sample inside the vessel

may be expressed by the equation:

M C
T
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M C
T
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T
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UA T T
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s

c p,c
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x
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env c

d

d

d

d
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d
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� �
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( – ) M H

t
s

d

d
�

�

(6)

with M: mass, Cp: specific heat, T: temperature,

U: heat transfer coefficient, A: contact surface

between the solution and the container, �H: heat

release, indices c, s, x and env: container (or bomb in

the adiabatic calorimeter experiment), sample, sol-

vent and environment, respectively. The specific case

when the dissociation of the dissolved compound is

different than those of pure substance is not con-

sidered here, being out of the scope of the presented

paper. In a fully operationally adiabatic environment

all the heat released goes to the solution and the con-

tainer (this is the case when Tenv=Tc or U=0). If there
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Fig. 4 Isothermal temperature mode; a – calculated reaction

progress (normalized signals) as a function of time

(temperatures in °C are marked on the curves);

b – calculated reaction rate at 60°C. The shape of the

curve reflects a ‘non self-accelerating reaction type’ at

the beginning of the decomposition process followed

by a strongly ‘self-accelerating reaction type’ but only

after ca. 20 months at that temperature



is thermal equilibrium within the solution and the

bomb, i.e.:

T(t) = Tc(t) = Ts(t) = Tx(t) � � � �
d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

c s x
T

t

T

t

T

t

T

t

then the whole system will have the same temperature

rise and we can simplify Eq. (6) to:
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that can be rewritten as
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with:

the adiabatic temperature rise:

�
�

T
H

C
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p,s

� (9)

the � factor:

��
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M C

c p,c s p,s x p,x
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(10)

the reaction rate:

d

d

�

t

(11)

When applying isoconversional analysis which

allows the variation of E and A during the reaction

course, the rate of the reaction at any specific reaction

progress � can be expressed as:
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Using the presented above equation (Eq. (8))

describing the heat balance under experimental

conditions and kinetic description of the process

(Eq. (12)) one can now predict the reaction progress

�(t) and the rate d�/dt as well as the development of

the temperatures T(t) and dT/dt and, finally, the

adiabatic induction times at any selected starting

temperatures.

It comes from the above equations that the value

of the �-factor influences the simulation of an

adiabatic calorimeter experiment and the prediction

of the thermal behaviour of the batch reactor.

The problem of matching �-factor of the experi-

mental system to that of full-scale system and the

review of the �-factor during runaway conditions

have been reported by Townsend et al. [19] and

Wilcock et al. [20], respectively.

The change of � factor influences the �Tad

(measured) due to the relationship:

�Tad (measured) =
1

�
�T

ad
(real) (13)

• the maximum self-heat rate (max SHR)

• and the TMRad, differently, depending on the

decomposition kinetics.

Commonly applied, the standard method of

correcting the TMRad due to the imperfect adiabatic

conditions in the reaction vessel is based on the

equation

TMRad (real) =
1

�
TMR (measured)

ad
(14)

However, this relationship is only a very general

approximation. The precise correction of the effects

of the thermal inertia of the system on the results of

the adiabatic calorimetric experiments should be

rather performed by applying advanced kinetic de-

scription of the process with a heat balance as

proposed in this section.

The application of the DSC data for the simula-

tion of the adiabatic measurements seems to be, for

the first glance, not obvious. However, the closer look

on the differences and similarities of the processes

occurring under different conditions of the heat

exchange allows to understand that the adiabatic

properties such as self-heating rate or time to

maximum rate can be correctly determined from the

DSC results obtained or isothermally, or better, at

different heating rates. The main difference between

DSC run and fully adiabatic process lays in the

conditions of the heat exchange. Due to the fact that

in the thermoanalytical experiments the heat evolved

during reaction is fully exchanged with the envi-

ronments, the heating rates under which the expe-

riment are carried out can be arbitrarily chosen. In

turn, after determination of the kinetic parameters

from the results of few experiments done with

different heating rates, one can predict the reaction

rate under any temperature ramp. Such a simulation

was presented in Fig. 3c.

In adiabatic conditions the heating rate of the

process (called now self-heating rate) cannot be

controlled anymore, being dependent only on the

kinetics, adiabatic temperature rise and �-factor.

However, even in this case we can simulate the

reaction rate. The scheme of the general idea of this

procedure is presented in Fig. 5.

Let us assume that the temperature increase

under adiabatic conditions in the coordinates

time–temperature can be presented schematically as

in Fig. 5 in the form of four sequences of the short

periods of time �t in which the heating rate is

constant. In time periods 0–t1, t1–t2, t2–t3 and, finally,

t3–t4, the heating rates are �1, �2, �3 and �4, respect-

ively. As shown previously in Fig. 3c and in the
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section ‘Kinetic in milligram scale’ one can easily

predict the reaction rate under any � value. During the

temperature change schematically presented in Fig. 5,

the reaction course can therefore be calculated as a

sequence of processes occurring at known heating

rates �1– �4. Using the infinitesimal �t values for the

description of the self-heating rate one can, using the

Eq. (8) and procedure applied in DSC experiments,

predict the reaction course under the adiabatic

temperature change. The process occurring under

adiabatic temperature rise is expressed as a succes-

sion of an infinite number of processes occurring at

constant heating rates which can now be easily calcul-

ated by described method.

Thermal safety diagram: runaway time as a function

of process temperature under adiabatic conditions

(TMRad=f(T))

The time to maximum rate under adiabatic conditions

for any starting temperatures can be determined from

the Eq. (8) applying: (i) kinetic data obtained from

DSC results and (ii) heat balance under adiabatic con-

ditions.

In other words, one can predict, for an arbitrarily

chosen starting temperature, after which time a

runaway reaction will occur assuming the ideal

adiabatic conditions (U=0) without any heat transfer

to or from the investigated material. After solving

both above presented differential equations we will

obtain the thermal stability diagram, depicting the

dependence of the adiabatic induction time TMRad on

the starting temperature (Fig. 6a). A TMRad of 24 h is

reached for starting temperatures of 37°C. The data

used for the calculations were following: heat release

determined from C80 experiments �H=

554.3�53.7 J g
–1

, the heat capacity (CP=2.7 J g
–1

K
–1

at 60°C). Due to the fact that the value of the heat

release applied in these calculations has been

determined with the standard deviation of ca. 10%,

the confidence interval (determined for 95%

probability) for 37°C is laying between 18 and 34 h.

The simulation of the sample temperature (con-

fidence interval for 95% probability, the same �H and

CP) under adiabatic conditions for the starting

temperature of 37°C is presented in Fig. 6b. Depend-

ing on the decomposition kinetics and �Tad, the

choice of the starting temperature strongly influences

the adiabatic induction time.

In practice, it is very difficult to perform real

adiabatic measurements with a �-factor close to

unity. The current approach enables however to

perform simulations of virtually any adiabatic

runaway scenario and for any �-factor. By varying

the heat transfer coefficient U or the �-factor, it is
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Fig. 6 a – thermal safety diagram of the concentrated solution:

Dependence of adiabatic induction time TMRad on

starting temperature calculated for the following

parameters: �H=554.3�53.7 J g
–1

and �Tad=�H/CP/�=

205�19.8°C for �=1 and CP=2.7 J g
–1

K
–1

. (Confidence

interval is marked by an arrow); b – change of the

sample temperature (confidence interval is marked by

an arrow) under adiabatic conditions for starting

temperature Tbegin=37°C and the same simulation

parameters

Fig. 5 Scheme of the presentation of the adiabatic temperature

rise in the form of four sequences of the time periods

�t in which the heating rates are constant and amount

in turn to �1, �2, �3 and �4



possible to reproduce the non-adiabatic conditions or

the thermal runaway as observed in an adiabatic

calorimeter experiment. Figures 7a and b present such

calculations performed for different �-factors with

the same starting temperature of 37°C and the same

simulation parameters as before (see caption of

Fig. 6). One can note the very strong influence of the

�-factor on the TMRad and maximum SHR.

Note that the isothermal conditions can be

retrieved by setting an exceptionally low value for

�Tad. If �Tad �0°C

then
d

d

T

t

� 0

and T(� = 0) � T(� = 1) � Tisothermal

Since the considered process should be run at

60°C (Experimental), the thermal safety diagram for

the concentrated solution depicted in Fig. 6a indicates

that the use of the concentrated solution results in a

TMRad shorter than 24 h. In such a situation, the

process is considered as not sufficiently safe and

therefore not acceptable for introduction in the

production. An approach was therefore needed to

change the process in such a manner that it would

become intrinsically safe, without interfering with the

high yield and quality of the obtained product. This

was achieved by diluting the mixture of the reactants

with an additional amount of the solvent, in this case

water. The rough approximation applying a �-factor=

1.5 (chosen for the simulation of the diluted system)

leads to a TMRad of 46 h. This dilution acts as a heat

sink for the heat generated decreasing therefore the

adiabatic temperature rise. However, since a lower

overall concentration of the reactants results in a

decrease the reaction rate, it was than necessary to

perform new set of DSC experiments in order to

determine the influence of the dilution on the reaction

kinetics (results presented in the right column of

Fig. 3). In addition, the same reaction conditions were

tested in an adiabatic calorimeter for the concentrated

and diluted solutions to confirm the effect of the

dilution on the resulting TMRad, and to confirm

experimentally the expected decrease in severity of

the runaway reaction. The reaction was started at

73°C, a final temperature of 165°C was reached after

160 min for the concentrated solution (Fig. 8a) and

170°C after 11.5 h for the diluted solution (Fig. 8b).

Both experiments were conducted in a glass test cell

with a �-factor of 1.25. Due to the evolution of the

gaseous products (confirmed by pressure experi-

ments) occurring during the second stage of the

decomposition, the reaction process was aborted after

the first stage, in order to prevent triggering the

second decomposition stage. Such a decomposition

reaction could result in rupture of the test cell.

The results presented in Fig. 4b indicated also that

reaction rate of the second stage is self-accelerating.

The simulations, together with confidence intervals,

were calculated for conditions similar to those as

applied during the test in the adiabatic calorimeter

(same starting temperature, �-factor). For the model

prediction, an upper and lower confidence interval

was calculated as well. Figures 8a and b show the

good agreement of the experimental curves (open

circles) with the simulated results. Part of the

difference between the experimental curves and the

predicted ones can originate from the difficulties to

accurately determine the �-factor of the glass test

cells used, and/or from the fact that the heat capacity

and the �-factor are kept constant throughout the

entire temperature range in the simulations, whereas,

in reality, they are the functions of the temperature.
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Fig. 7 Simulation of the thermal behaviour under adiabatic

conditions of the concentrated solution for different

�-factors calculated for the following parameters:

Tbegin=37°C, �H=554.3�53.7 J g
–1

, CP=2.7 J g
–1

°C
–1

;

a – adiabatic runaway curves; b – self-heat rate curves.

�Tad for � factors of 1; 1.25; 1.5 and 2 amounted to

205�19.8; 164�15.9; 136�13.2 and 102�9.9°C,

respectively



Presented simulations of the process which is

going to be carried out in the industrial scale at 60°C

clearly indicate that the severity of a possible

runaway scenario is now acceptable for the diluted

solution (Figs 8c and d). Firstly, the first and the

second parts of decomposition are clearly distinguish-

able (Fig. 8c). Secondly, the self-heating rates during

the decomposition are low (Fig. 8d). The first part of

the decomposition is not accompanied by any

pressure build-up (apart from the increase of vapour

pressure with increasing temperature), whereas the

second part of the decomposition is accompanied by

the significant gas generation leading to the distinct

increase of the pressure. It would therefore be un-

acceptable, from a safety point of view, to take any

risk to trigger the second stage of the decomposition

reaction. Because both steps of the decomposition are

sufficiently separated the risk of triggering the second

part of the decomposition is significantly limited. The

experimental results of the adiabatic testing, being in

a good agreement with the simulation, confirmed that

the reaction in diluted solution is safe and acceptable

for introduction in the production.

Conclusions

The presented results illustrate the possibility of the

successful simulation of the thermal behaviour of the

energetic substances in: (i) mg-scale, as usually

applied in conventional (DSC, DTA) experiments

when the temperature in the sample can be perfectly

controlled due to ideal heat transfer to, or from,

surroundings. (ii) ton-scale, when reactions occur

almost under adiabatic conditions and the reaction

heat, accumulated in the sample, influences the

course of the reaction.

The correct simulation of the thermal behaviour

of the investigated material in mg- and ton-scales

requires: (i) the knowledge of the kinetic parameters

of the process describing the rate of the reaction and,

therefore, the rate of the heat generation. (ii) and

careful heat balance in the system describing the

accumulation of the heat under adiabatic conditions.

The application of the advanced kinetic ap-

proach enables the determination of the kinetic

parameters from the results of the conventional ther-

mal analysis. Once combined with the heat balance it

allows the successful simulation of the thermal

behaviour under adiabatic conditions such as e.g. the

determination of the time to maximum rate TMRad for

any, arbitrarily chosen, starting temperature. The

presented method of simulation enables also investi-

gation of the influence of thermal inertia of the system

(�-factor) on the course of the reaction. The calcul-
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Fig. 8 a – change of the sample temperature (95% confidence

intervals, thin lines) under adiabatic conditions and the

experimental adiabatic run (open circles, �=1.25)

carried out with the concentrated solution (starting

temperature Tbegin=74°C) and b – with the diluted

solution (Tbegin=73°C). c – simulations of the

temperature profiles of the diluted solution (starting

temperature 60°C, �=1, CP=3.4), d – corresponding

self-heat rate curve, note the logarithmic scale of the

Y-axis



ations were verified by comparison with the results

obtained by means of DSC and adiabatic calorimetry.

When applying the advanced kinetic based

method:

• it is not necessary to perform several adiabatic

calorimetric experiments. One only for the verifi-

cation is sufficient.

• it is not necessary to perform heat wait search

adiabatic experiments to find out the detection limit

as it can be read from the calculated self-heat rate

curves.

• it is possible to quantify the influence of the

�-factor on: (i) the �Tad (measured) because

�Tad (measured)=
1

�
�Tad (real). (ii) the maximum

self heat rate. (iii) and the measured time to

maximum rate.

Consequently, the application of advanced

kinetics-based simulation for determination of the

TMRad is based on the three following steps:

• Carrying out few DSC experiments with different

heating rates and determining from them the

kinetic parameters using the isoconversional

analysis of Friedman.

• Performing one isothermal or non-isothermal DSC

experiment or one adiabatic calorimeter experi-

ment lasting few hours to validate the kinetic based

simulation done by the Thermokinetics Software.

• Once the all verifications are done, the advanced

kinetic based simulation approach enables to

predict the thermal behaviour of the substance

under any type of circumstances, independent of its

mass (mg or ton), for any kinetics (nth order or

autocatalytic) of the decomposition and heat accu-

mulation conditions.
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